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The combined effects of flame curvature, radiation, and stretch on the extinction of premixed tubular
flames are investigated by using the large-activation-energy asymptotic method with a non-linear radi-
ation model. A general expression for flame speed, flame temperature and extinction limits is obtained
and it is used to study the radiation and flame curvature coupling at different Lewis numbers. The results
show that the coupling between radiation and flame curvature leads to multiple flame bifurcations and
extinction limits. Furthermore, both the stretch and radiation extinction limits are found to be greatly
affected by flame curvature.
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1. Introduction

The recent industrial interest in ultra lean coal gasified syngas
combustion in gas turbines creates a need to understand the near
limit flame dynamics to improve the flame stability and to reduce
emissions. Unlike the conventional fuels, coal syngas contains a
significant amount of radiative gases such as CO, CO2 and H2O. In
addition, curved flame fronts prevail in turbulent combustion
and the effect of curvature on flame propagation is important,
especially for near limit flames. Therefore, in order to extend the
flammability and to improve the flame stability, it is particularly
important to understand how the coupling of thermal radiation,
flame curvature, and stretch affects the flame speed and extinction
limits.

It is well known that radiation heat transfer is a dominant
mechanism for near limit flames. Indeed the flammability limit is
determined by the radiation heat loss for unstretched premixed
planar flames [1,2]. However, for stretched flames, the flammabil-
ity limit can be changed through the combined effects of thermal
radiation and flame stretch. The combined effects of flame radia-
tion and stretch have been studied by using planar and radiative
counterflow flames [3–12]. These studies have shown that the
flammability limit of stretched flames below a critical Lewis num-
ber can be lower than that of unstretched flames. The extended
flammable region is found due to the existence of the Near Stagna-
tion plane Flame (NSF) and the flammability of the stretched flame
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below the critical Lewis number is characterized by the limit of the
NSF [9]. The flammable region of premixed counterflow flames is
bounded by the stretch extinction limit at large stretch rate and
the radiation extinction limit at low stretch rate. Numerical simu-
lations [8,9] further demonstrated that multi-flame bifurcations
are intrinsic phenomena caused by the combined effects of radia-
tion and flame stretch, and the limits of these flame regimes are
sensitive to the Lewis numbers of reactants and to radiation heat
losses.

For curved flames, the combined effects of flame stretch and
curvature have been studied experimentally, theoretically and
numerically by using tubular flames [13–21]. Tubular flames,
which can be well established in laboratory, provide a simple con-
figuration to study the fundamental behavior of the flames subject
to a curvature. It has been shown that flame curvature and Lewis
number strongly affect the extinction of tubular flames and flame
extinction is also characterized by the limit of the NSF. Unfortu-
nately, radiation heat loss, which is crucial to the extinction of near
limit flames, has not considered in the above tubular flame studies
because of the difficulty in experiments. In examining the effect of
flame cooling on the extinction of the tubular flame, earlier studies
focused on the effect of heat loss to the wall [15,20]. The combined
effect of radiation heat loss with stretch and curvature, however,
has not been addressed in all the previous studies except for the
numerical study by Ju et al. [22].

Ju et al. [22] investigated the interaction between radiation heat
loss and flame curvature numerically by using premixed tubular
CH4/air flames. The results show that the interaction of flame cur-
vature and radiation heat loss greatly affects the flame strength
and extinction. Unfortunately, the numerical simulations did not
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provide an explicit correlation between the extinction limits and
the individual parameters corresponding to flame curvature, radi-
ation, and stretch, which is very important for parameter selection
in engine design and fire safety control. In Ref. [22], the flame cur-
vature changed together with stretch, therefore the effect of differ-
ent curvatures at the same stretch rate on flame extinction could
not be demonstrated. Furthermore, the numerical simulations
were limited to CH4/air mixtures, and the effect of Lewis number
remains unclear. Therefore, to gain a clear understanding of the
extinction mechanism and to obtain an explicit correlation of the
flammability limit, it is necessary to perform an analytical study
to investigate the combined effects of curvature, radiation, stretch,
and Lewis number on flame extinction.

The purpose of the present study is to provide a general theoret-
ical description of the combined effects of flame curvature, radia-
tion, and stretch as well as preferential diffusion on the
extinction of premixed flames. Radiative premixed tubular flames
at different curvatures and planar counterflow flames without cur-
vature are analyzed by using the asymptotic strategy. First, the
mathematical model is given. Then, the asymptotic solutions of
the radiative tubular and counterflow flames are presented. Finally,
the combined effects of curvature, radiation, stretch, and Lewis
number on flame extinction are discussed.

2. Mathematical model

In order to study the effect of flame curvature, two kinds of
flame configurations are considered in this study. The first one is
the premixed tubular flame shown in Fig. 1(a). Combustible mix-
ture is injected toward the concentric inner tube (stagnation sur-
face) from the inner wall of the porous outer tube. A positively
stretched tubular flame with well defined flame curvature can be
stabilized between the inner and outer tubes [14,17–19]. The inner
tube is introduced here to change the flame curvature [17–19,21].
The second configuration is the premixed planar counterflow flame
shown in Fig. 1(b). This flame is also positively stretched but has no
flame curvature. Therefore, by comparing the flame dynamics of
these two flames at the same stretch rate and radiation intensity,
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Fig. 1. The schematic diagrams of (a) the tubular flame and (b) the counterflow
flame.
the curvature effect on the near limit radiative flames can be read-
ily demonstrated.

For both flame geometries, the potential flow assumption,
which is commonly used in the large activation energy asymptotic
analysis [3,10,20], is employed here. By introducing a geometry
factor N with N ¼ 0 for the counterflow flame and N ¼ 1 for the
tubular flame (with eRI and eRO being the inner and outer tube ra-
dius, respectively), the potential flow field for both configurations
can be written as

~u ¼ �~kð~r2 � eR2
I Þ=½ð1þ NÞ~r� ð1aÞ

~w ¼ ~k~z ð1bÞ

where ~u and ~w are velocities in the radial (~r-axis for tubular flame
with N ¼ 1, ~x-axis for counterflow flame with N ¼ 0, ~x ¼ ~r, eRI ¼ 0,
and eRO !1) and the axial directions (~z-axis), respectively, and ~k
is the inlet velocity gradient.

According to the definition of flame stretch rate [23] and the
simplified expression derived by Matalon [24], flame stretch rate
can be written as:

1eA deA
d~t
¼ �½r

*

�ðV
*

� n
*
Þ� � n

*
þvnðr

*

� n
*
Þ ð2Þ

where V
*

is flow velocity and n
*

is the unit normal vector of flame
surface, vn is the normal component of the flame front propagating
velocity and r

*

� n
*

is flame curvature. For the steady flames consid-
ered in this study, vn is zero. Therefore, the stretch rate, which only
depends on the flow field given by Eqs. (1a) and (1b), becomes

1eA deA
d~t
¼ � 1

~rN

d
d~r
ð~rN ~uÞ ¼ ~k ð3Þ

which indicates that the two flame configurations will have the
same stretch rate ~k if the inlet velocity is specified according to
Eqs. (1a,1b). Note that the flame stretch rate ~k is independent of
the inner tube radius eRI. Therefore, by fixing ~k and varying eRI for
the tubular flame configuration ðN ¼ 1Þ, flames at the same stretch
rate but different curvatures (different flame radii eRf ) can be ob-
tained [14,15,17,18,21]. When eRI !1 and N ¼ 1, the tubular flame
has zero flame curvature and it becomes counterflow flame ðN ¼ 0Þ;
when eRI ¼ 0 and N ¼ 1, the flame curvature reaches its maximum
value and it is the traditional tubular flame configuration (without
the inner tube) employed in previous studies [13–16,20,22]. So the
current model is more general and it will be shown that previous
results on both counterflow flames and tubular flames can be
recovered.

Since we are interested in the dynamics of the near limit flames,
the combustible mixture is sufficiently off-stoichiometric so that
the flame strength is only determined by the concentration of fuel.
By assuming constant density, constant thermal properties, and
one-step irreversible chemical reaction, the non-dimensional con-
servation equations for energy and fuel mass fraction can be writ-
ten as

� k
r2 � R2

I

r
dT
dr
¼ 1

rN

d
dr

rN dT
dr

� �
þx� qr ð4aÞ

� k
r2 � R2
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r
dY
dr
¼ 1
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1
rN

d
dr

rN dY
dr

� �
�x ð4bÞ

The parameters with and without carrot symbol denote the dimen-
sional and non-dimensional variables, respectively. The variables, r,
T and Y are, respectively, the axial coordinate, temperature, and fuel
mass fraction normalized by ~d0

f , eY1 eQ =eCP , and eY1, where
~d0

f ¼ ~k=ð~qeCP
eS0

L Þ is the flame thickness of adiabatic planar flame, ~k
the thermal conductivity, ~q the density, eCP the specific heat capac-
ity at constant pressure, eQ the reaction heat-release per unit
mass of fuel, and eY1 the fuel mass fraction in the fresh mixture.
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Additionally, Le ¼ ~k=~qeCP
eD is the Lewis number and eD is the mass

diffusivity of fuel. The normalized stretch rate is
k ¼ ~k~qeCPð~d0

f Þ
2
=½ðN þ 1Þ~k�. The adiabatic laminar burning velocityeS0

L for first-order one-step reaction is [25]:

eS0
L ¼ 2 �

~k

~qeCP

� eB � Le

Z2 � exp � Ta

Tad

� �( )1=2

ð5Þ

where Z ¼ Ta=T2
ad is the Zeldovich number, eB the pre-factor of the

Arrhenius expression, Tad the normalized adiabatic flame tempera-
ture, and Ta the normalized activation temperature.

On the right-hand side of Eq. (4a), qr is the non-dimensional vol-
umetric radiation heat loss. It is approximated by using the opti-
cally thin grey gas model [8]

qr ¼ 4~reK PðeT 4 � eT 4
1Þð~d0

f Þ
2eCP=ðeY1 eQ ~kÞ ð6Þ

where ~r is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, eK P the Planck mean
absorption coefficient of the mixture, and eT1 the temperature of
the incoming fresh mixture.

In the limit of large activation energy, chemical reaction occurs
only within a very thin zone of high temperature, whose thickness
is much smaller than that of radiation zone [3,8]. Therefore, the
reaction rate can be replaced by the Dirac-Delta function [26–28]

x ¼ exp
Ta

2Tad
� Ta

2Tf

� �
� dðr � Rf Þ ð7Þ

where Tf and Rf are the flame temperature and radius, respectively.
By integrating the conservation Eqs. (4a),(4b) around the flame
front ðr ¼ Rf Þ, the jump relations for temperature and fuel mass
fraction can be obtained as [26,27]

dT
dr
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The symmetric (for RI ¼ 0) or adiabatic (for RI > 0) condition is
used at the inner boundary ðr ¼ RIÞ. At the inlet ðr ¼ ROÞ, the Hir-
schfelder boundary condition for the fuel concentration, as sug-
gested by Matthews et al. [20], is used instead of plug flow
boundary condition. By defining the flame as the location where
fuel concentration goes to zero, the boundary conditions for tem-
perature and fuel mass fraction can be given as

r ¼ RI : dT=dr ¼ 0; dY=dr ¼ 0 ð9aÞ
r ¼ Rf : T ¼ Tf ; Y ¼ 0 ð9bÞ
r ¼ RO : T ¼ T1; Le�1dY=dr ¼ kð1� YÞðr2 � R2

I Þ=r ð9cÞ

It should be noted that for counterflow flame ðRO !1Þ, the in-
let boundary condition (9c) reduces to the plug flow boundary con-
dition ðY ¼ 1Þ, which is used in previous theoretical studies of
counterflow flames [7].

3. Asymptotic solution

In the limit of large activation energy, it is reasonable to assume
that the magnitude of the radiation heat loss term in the energy
equation is one-order smaller than those of the convection and dif-
fusion terms. This assumption has been widely used in combustion
theory [6,27] and its validity has been confirmed from previous
analysis. The radiation term given by Eq. (6) can be written as

qr ¼ hðT4 � T4
1Þ; h ¼ 4~reK P

ð~d0
f Þ

2eY 3
1
eQ 3

~keC 3
P

<< 1 ð10Þ

The validity of h << 1 will be shown later by Fig. 2. It should be
noted that the non-linear radiation heat loss is considered in the
present study. It was shown by Ju et al. [10] that the linearized radi-
ation heat loss results in a narrower flammable region and a larger
flammability limit compared to nonlinear radiation heat loss model.
Therefore, by using the non-linear radiation model, the current
model can more accurately demonstrate the dynamics of radiation
dominated near-limit flames.

Since the delta-function model for reaction rate is used here, in
the limit of large activation energy, the governing equations can
be solved analytically in the burned gas ðRI 6 r 6 Rf Þ and unburned
gas ðRf 6 r 6 ROÞ regions separately. The fuel mass fraction in the
burned gas region is zero according to the fuel lean assumption
and that in the unburned gas region is obtained by solving Eq. (4b)
together with the boundary conditions in Eqs. (9b), (9c), which gives

YþðrÞ ¼

R r
Rf

skLeR2
I �Ne�kLes2=2dsR RO

Rf
skLeR2

I �Ne�kLes2=2dsþ ½kLeðR2
O � R2

I Þ�
�1RkLeR2

I �Nþ1
O e�kLeR2

O=2

ð11Þ
Here superscripts ‘+’ and ‘�’ denote the states on the unburned

and burned sides of the flame front, respectively. To find the tem-
perature distribution, the energy Eq. (4a) with boundary conditions
in Eq. (9) can be solved asymptotically, i.e. T ¼ T0 þ hT1 þ Oðh2Þ,
with the accuracy to the first order, OðhÞ. The temperature distribu-
tion in the burned gas region ðRI 6 r 6 Rf Þ is

T�ðrÞ ¼ Tf � h�ðT4
f � T4

1Þ
Z Rf

r

Z s

RI

ðs=sÞN�kR2
I ekðs2�s2Þ=2ds

� �
ds ð12Þ

and that in the unburned gas region ðRf 6 r 6 ROÞ is

TþðrÞ ¼ Tþ0 ðrÞ þ hþTþ1 ðrÞ ð13aÞ
Tþ0 ðrÞ ¼ T1 þ ðTf � T1ÞGðrÞ=GðRf Þ ð13bÞ

Tþ1 ðrÞ ¼
GðrÞ

GðRf Þ

Z RO

Rf

uðsÞ½Tf � Tþ0 ðsÞ�
dTþ0 ðsÞ=ds

ds�
Z RO

r

uðsÞ½Tþ0 ðrÞ � Tþ0 ðsÞ�
dTþ0 ðsÞ=ds

ds

ð13cÞ

where GðrÞ ¼
R RO

r skR2
I �Ne�ks2=2ds and uðrÞ ¼ ½Tþ0 ðrÞ�

4 � T4
1.

The gradients of temperature and fuel mass fraction at the
flame front can be obtained from their distributions given by Eqs.
(11–13). By using the jump relations in Eq. (8), one obtains the fol-
lowing algebraic system of equations for flame radius, Rf , and
flame temperature, Tf

Le�1 � FþðRf ; LeÞ ¼ Tf � T1R RO
Rf
ðs=Rf ÞkR2

I �NekðR2
f �s2Þ=2ds

þ LþðRf ; Tf Þ þ L�ðRf ; Tf Þ ð14aÞ

Le�1 � FþðRf ; LeÞ ¼ eTaðT�1
ad �T�1

f Þ=2 ð14bÞ

where

FþðRf ; LeÞ

¼
RkLeR2

I �N
f e�kLeR2

f =2R RO
Rf

skLeR2
I �Ne�kLes2=2dsþ ½kLeðR2

O � R2
I Þ�
�1RkLeR2
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O e�kLeR2

O=2

ð15aÞ

LþðRf ; Tf Þ ¼ hþ
R RO

Rf
uðsÞ

R RO
s ðs=sÞ

kR2
I �Nekðs2�s2Þ=2ds

h i
dsR RO

Rf
ðs=Rf ÞkR2

I �NekðR2
f �s2Þ=2ds

ð15bÞ

L�ðRf ; Tf Þ ¼ h�ðT4
f � T4

1Þ �
Z Rf

RI

ðs=Rf ÞN�kR2
I ekðs2�R2

f Þ=2ds ð15cÞ

Eqs. (14) and (15) yield a general solution for both tubular
flames ðN ¼ 1Þ and counterflow flames ðN ¼ 0Þ. The solution of
flame radius, Rf , and flame temperature, Tf , as a function of stretch
rate, k, can be obtained by solving the above equations numerically
for different h, RI , RO, N and Le. The flame speed, which is equal to
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flow speed at the flame front, can be calculated from flame radius
and the potential flow field given by Eq. (1). According to Eq. (14b),
the term on the left-hand side of Eq. (14a) denotes the total chem-
ical heat release. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (14a)
represents the heat flux induced by thermal conduction to the un-
burned side, while the second and third term represent heat flux
induced by radiation heat losses in the unburned and burned re-
gions, respectively. The adiabatic flame temperature of stretched
flames can be obtained by setting the radiation heat loss (L� or
h�) to be zero.

Eqs. (14) and (15) reduce to the previous results of adiabatic
tubular flames [20] in the limit of N ¼ 1, RI ¼ 0, and L� ¼ 0; and
those of counterflow flames [3,10] in the limit of N ¼ 0, RI ¼ 0,
and RO !1. Furthermore, by specifying RI > RO (now the outer
tube is of radius RI while the inner one of radius RO), solutions to
tubular flames of negative curvature (unlike the tubular flame of
positive curvature shown in Fig. 1(a), a tubular flame of negative
curvature is established when combustible mixture is injected to-
ward the outer tube through the porous inner tube) can be ob-
tained from the current results.

4. Results and discussion

The current results, Eqs. (14) and (15), provide a general theo-
retical description of flame speed, flame temperature and extinc-
tion limits. By specifying different flame curvatures (by changing
RI or N), flame stretches (by changing k), and radiation heat loss
intensities (by changing fuel concentration or the concentrations
of radiative gases, h�), the effects of flame curvature, radiation,
and stretch rates can be systematically investigated. Furthermore,
the preferential diffusion effect can be demonstrated by comparing
results at different Lewis numbers (by changing Le).

In the following calculations, the integrations in Eqs. (14) and
(15) are evaluated by using QUADPACK [29] and the thermal and
chemical parameters are chosen to mimic methane/air mixture.
They are eQ ¼ 4:75 � 107 J=kg, eCP ¼ 1400 J=kg=K, eB ¼ 2:5 � 1010

m3=mol=s, ~q ¼ 1:0 kg=m3, eT1 ¼ 300 K, eT a ¼ 25000 K, eK P ¼
2:0 m�1, and ~k=ð~qeCPÞ ¼ 5 � 10�5 m2=s. The Lewis number of meth-
ane/air flames is close to unity. Therefore unit Lewis number is uti-
lized in the followings except in the last subsection, in which the
effects of Lewis number is investigated and different Lewis num-
bers could be obtained by adding Helium into the methane/air
mixture [30].

The variation of normalized radiation coefficient h (Eq. (10))
with the fuel mass fraction in fresh mixture is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of radiation coefficient on the fuel mass fraction in fresh
mixture.
Since h is proportional to the inverse of the square of flame speed,
it is seen that h deceases exponentially with the increase of eY1,
which means that radiation is the dominant factor for near limit
flames and becomes much less important for mixtures near stoi-
chiometric conditions. Moreover, Fig. 2 shows h < 0:04 for all the
initial fuel mass fractions eY1 studied here. Therefore the assump-
tion of h� 1 used in the asymptotic analysis is reasonable. In the
following, the effects of flame curvature, radiation, stretch, and Le-
wis number on flame extinction will be discussed. Note that the
outer tube radius is set to be infinity ðRO ¼ 1Þ, so the heat conduc-
tion to the outer tube, which was studied by Kobayashi et al. [15]
and Matthews et al. [20], is not considered here. Besides, in the
present study and all previous studies, the surface radiation is
not considered in the tubular geometry. The existence of the inner
and outer tubes could interact with the gas-phase radiation losses.
This is a subject for future study.

4.1. Flame extinction and bifurcations of tubular flames

It is well known that radiation heat loss depends strongly on the
volume of the hot emitting gas. Therefore, the appearance of flame
curvature in tubular flame yields a smaller volume of the burned
gas per unit area of the flame front than that of the planar counter-
flow flame. As a result, an increase of flame curvature reduces the
radiation heat loss and thus improves the combustion. On the
other hand, an increase of flame curvature increases the heat con-
duction loss from the burned gas side to the unburned gas side
(caused by the so-called defocusing effect) and the flame speed is
decreased. So flame curvature also weakens the flame strength.
The above two competing effects of flame curvature, together with
that of radiation will be shown to greatly affect the flame
extinction.

To quantitatively evaluate the effect of radiation heat loss, the
fraction of radiation heat loss is introduced [8,12]:

Fr ¼
Z RO

RI

qrð2prÞNdr=
Z RO

RI

xð2prÞNdr

¼
Z RO

RI

qrð2prÞNdr=½ð2pRf ÞNeTaðT�1
ad �T�1

f Þ=2� ð16Þ

where the numerator denotes the total radiation heat loss in both
the unburned and burned zones and the denominator denotes the
total chemical heat release rate.

Fig. 3 shows the dependences of flame radius, flame tempera-
ture and fraction of radiation heat loss of tubular flames
ðRI ¼ 0;RO ¼ 1;N ¼ 1Þ on stretch rate at Le ¼ 1:0 andeY1 ¼ 0:0376. It is seen that the non-adiabatic tubular flames exhi-
bit an isola response, with dual extinction limits at higher and low-
er values of stretch rate (b and d). According to previous stability
analysis mentioned in [20], the branch of large flame radius (thus
large flame speed) is stable (solid lines in Fig. 3) while the branch
of small flame radius (thus small flame speed) is unstable (dashed
lines in Fig. 3).

It is seen that the mixture can burn in a range of stretch rate be-
tween 1:3 s�1 and 6:7 s�1. For stretch rates larger than 3:5 s�1

(point a), an increase of the stretch rate causes the decrease of flow
residence time and flame radius. Therefore, the fraction of radia-
tion heat loss decreases and flame temperature increases. Flame
extinction occurs at point b. For counterflow flames, this extinction
is usually called stretch-induced extinction limit [3–10]. However,
for tubular flames the flame curvature (inverse of flame radius)
reaches its maximum value at the extinction point b and thus
the curvature effect might also help to accelerate flame extinction.
The validity of this conclusion will be proved in the next section.

On the other hand, with the decrease of stretch rate (from point
a to c to d), the flow residence time increases, which enhances the
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radiation heat loss; while the flame curvature also increases, which
reduces radiation by decreasing the volume of radiation emitting
gas. The two processes compete with each other and result a
non-monotonic change of radiation fraction and flame tempera-
ture, as shown in Fig. 3. From point a to c, the effect of residence
time dominates and thus radiation fraction increases and flame
temperature decreases; from point c to d, the effect of curvature
dominates and thus radiation fraction decreases and flame temper-
ature increases. The flame is eventually quenched at point d. There-
fore, unlike the counterflow flame whose low stretch rate
extinction limit is only caused by an increase of radiation, that of
tubular flame is caused by the combined effects of flame curvature
and radiation. Therefore, both the stretch and radiation extinction
limits of tubular flames are strongly affected by flame curvature.

Results of tubular flames at other fuel concentrations
ðeY1 ¼ 0:0392;0:04Þ are shown in Fig. 4 in order to demonstrate
the effect of different radiation intensities (h ¼ 0:017;
0:011;0:009 for eY1 ¼ 0:0376;0:0392;0:04, respectively). Different
flame regimes are predicted. For eY1 ¼ 0:0376, the flammable re-
gion is an isola with flame position near the stagnation line
ðr ¼ 0Þ. This is usually called Near Stagnation Flame (NSF). How-
ever, with the increase of fuel concentration and thus decrease of
radiation heat loss intensity, Fig. 4 shows that there are two dis-
tinct flame branches for eY1 ¼ 0:0392: one branch is a NSF similar
to that of eY1 ¼ 0:0376, the other one is far from the stagnation line
and thus is called a FSF. For both branches, the sold lines stand for
stable solutions while the dashed lines are unstable solutions. With
the decrease of radiation heat loss intensity h (or increase of eY1),
the flame can survive radiation from emitting volume much larger
than that of NSF, which is the reason why the FSF appears. With
further decrease of radiation heat loss intensity, the strength of
FSF increases and its extinction limit moves to the higher stretch
rate side. At the same time, the NSF is also strengthened and it
can survive despite the larger radiation emitting volume (thus
large eRf Þ. Therefore flame branch bifurcations appear with the in-
crease of fuel concentration (decrease of radiation heat loss inten-
sity). Fig. 4 shows that, for eY1 ¼ 0:04, the FSF branch ag and NSF
branch hb merge with each other to form branch ab, and so do
the FSF branch fg and NSF branch hd to form branch fed. It is seen
that for eY1 ¼ 0:04 there are two stable solutions for stretch rate
between 0:33 s�1 and 2:72 s�1, of which the one of higher temper-
ature (on ab branch) is call normal flame, while the one of lower
temperature (on de branch) is called the weak flame [9,22].

Similar flame bifurcations shown in Fig. 4 have also been found
in the detailed numerical simulation of tubular and counterflow
methane-air flames [8,22] and theoretical analysis of counterflow
flames [6], which confirms the validity of the current general the-
oretical description of the combined effects of flame curvature,
radiation, and stretch given by Eqs. (14) and (15). The different
flame regions of counterflow flames predicted by the current the-
oretical correlation is the same as those shown in Buckmaster’s
analysis [6] and thus are not repeated here.

4.2. Curvature and radiation effects on extinction limits

To further study the combined effect of flame curvature and
radiation, the tubular flames of different inner tube radii eRI are
studied for mixture of Le ¼ 1:0 and eY1 ¼ 0:0376. The dependence
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of flame position (stable branches in solid lines and unstable
branches in dashed lines) and flame temperature (only stable
branches) on stretch rate are shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that by con-
tinuously increasing the inner tube radius, the isola response for
counterflow flames is recovered. Note that the flame positioneRf � eRI and the flame temperature are strongly affected by the in-
ner tube size. Flame position eRf � eRI and flame temperature both
increase with the increase of flame curvature (decrease of eRI) since
flame curvature reduces the radiation heat loss.
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Fig. 6. Stretch rate at extinction limits as a function of inner tube size for tubular
flames and counterflow flame at Le ¼ 1:0, eY1 ¼ 0:0376, and RO ¼ 1.
Furthermore, the flame position, flame temperature, and stretch
rate at both extinction limits are significantly changed by choosing
different inner tube radii. As shown in Fig. 6, the stretch rate at the
upper extinction limit (stretch extinction limit) decreases monoton-
ically with the increase of flame curvature (decrease of the inner tube
radius). However, it is interesting to note that the dependence of the
lower extinction limit (radiation extinction limit) on flame curvature
is not monotonic. Similar non-monotonic dependences for flame po-
sition and flame temperature on flame curvature at the radiation
extinction limits can also be seen in Fig. 5. This result shows that
flame curvature and radiation coupling has distinct effects on the
stretch extinction limit and the radiation extinction limit.

For extinction at high stretch rate, when the inner tube radius is
large, flame is very close to the stagnation surface (eRf � eRI � 0 foreRI ¼ 1;5 mm in Fig. 5) and the radiation fraction reaches its mini-
mum value (according to Fig. 3(3)). So the radiation effect at upper
extinction limit could be negligible. This is further confirmed by
the nearly constant flame temperature at the stretch extinction
limit for different eRI shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the change of
extinction stretch rate is purely caused by flame curvature. When
the inner tube radius is smaller than 1 mm, the eRf � eRI at extinc-
tion increases significantly with decrease of eRI , and then flame
temperature decreases because of the increase of radiation heat
loss. Therefore, the change of extinction stretch rate is caused by
combined effects of flame curvature and radiation.

For extinction at low stretch rate, flame extinction is also
caused by the combined effects of flame curvature and radiation.
As mentioned before, an increase of flame curvature has two ef-
fects: (1), the reduction of the radiation heat loss and consequent
improvement in combustion; and (2), the decrease of flame speed
and consequent reduction in the flame strength. The two processes
compete with each other in the determination of the low stretch
rate extinction limits. For large inner tube radius ðeRI > 1:6 mmÞ,
the first effect dominates, thus the stretch rate at extinction de-
creases with the increase of flame curvature (decrease of inner
tube size); while for small inner tube radius ðeRI < 1:6 mmÞ, the
second effect dominates, thus the stretch rate at extinction in-
creases with the increase of flame curvature (decrease of inner
tube size).

Therefore, flame curvature has significant effects on extinction
of premixed tubular flames since the extinction limits can be
greatly changed by choosing different inner tubes to change flame
curvature. Note that all the cases studied above are for mixtures of
Le ¼ 1:0, so the stretch effect caused by preferential diffusion is not
covered. The Lewis number effect will be demonstrated in the next
section.

4.3. Effects of preferential diffusion (Lewis number effect)

The impact of radiation and flame curvature coupling on near
limit flames will be enriched by the appearance of preferential dif-
fusion. The effects of Lewis number on the tubular flames are shown
in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the flammable region is greatly ex-
panded by decrease of Lewis number. With decrease in the Lewis
number, the stretch rate at upper limit increases while that at lower
limit decreases. Furthermore, the flame radius decreases and flame
temperature increases with the decrease of Lewis number at both
extinction limits. This effect can be easily understood from Eq.
(14). Eq. (14) shows that the lower the Lewis number, the higher
the adiabatic flame temperature and thus flame can survive much
larger radiation heat loss and flame curvature. Note that the flame
temperature increase at upper extinction limit is much larger than
that at lower extinction limit. This is because the Lewis number ef-
fect is proportional to the magnitude of stretch rate. Similar results
for counterflow flames are also obtained from the current theory
and are consistent with those of the previous study [10].
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To demonstrate further the effect of Lewis number, radiation,
and curvature on the extinction of tubular flames, the stretch rates
at two different extinction limits for different inner tube radii and
Lewis numbers are shown in Fig. 8. For fixed inner tube radius, the
Lewis number effect is the same: the stretch rate at upper limit in-
creases while that at lower limit decreases with the decrease of Le-
wis number. Therefore, the preferential diffusion of mass over heat
ðLe < 1Þ extends the flammable region for all the tubular flames
with different curvatures. For fixed Lewis number, the stretch rate
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flames at eY1 ¼ 0:0376, and RO ¼ 1.
at the upper stretch extinction limit decreases monotonically.
However, depending on the Lewis number, the radiation extinction
limit can be either monotonically or non-monotonically dependent
on the flame curvature. At large Lewis numbers (e.g. Le ¼ 1:1), the
stretch effect is dominant. Therefore an increase of flame curvature
leads to a monotonical increase of the extinction limit. There is a
critical curvature above which no premixed tubular flames could
be obtained (for Le ¼ 1:1, no solution for RI < 1.5 mm). However,
at lower Lewis numbers (e.g. Le ¼ 0:9 and 1.0), the effect of radia-
tion and flame curvature coupling becomes dominant. The radia-
tion extinction limit depends non-monotonically on the flame
curvature. In addition, flame curvature does not lead to flame
extinction. As shown in Fig. 8, at a large flame radius, the decrease
of flame radius causes a decrease (or broadening) of extinction lim-
it. As the flame curvature increases, the radiation extinction limit
reaches a minimum value. A further increase of flame curvature
causes an increase of the extinction limit. Therefore, there is a crit-
ical Lewis number which separates the monotonic and non-mono-
tonic curvature dependence regimes. This critical Lewis number
will be larger than unity and increases with the increase of radia-
tion intensity.

5. Conclusions

The flame dynamics of near limit premixed tubular flames are
studied by using the large activation energy asymptotic method.
A general correlation for flame speed, flame temperature and
extinction limits is obtained and it is used to study the combined
effects of flame curvature, radiation, and stretch on flame extinc-
tion. The following conclusions are made:

1. The coupling between radiation and flame curvature leads to
multiple flame bifurcations and extinction limits at different
radiation intensities (different fuel mass concentrations). For
mixtures with high radiation intensity, the flammable region
is an isola and only the NSF is observed. With the decrease of
radiation heat loss intensity, two distinct flame branches, NSF
and FSF, are first predicted and then they will merge with each
other.

2. It is shown that both the stretch and radiation extinction limits
are strongly affected by flame curvature. The stretch extinction
limit is found to monotonically decrease with the increase of
flame curvature. However, depending on the Lewis number,
the radiation extinction limit can be either monotonically or
non-monotonically dependent on the flame curvature. For
Lewis numbers larger than a critical Lewis number, the increase
of flame curvature results in a monotonic increase of the extinc-
tion limit and there is a critical curvature at which flame extin-
guishes. For Lewis numbers smaller than the critical value, the
increase of flame curvature leads to a non-monotonic depen-
dence of the radiation extinction limit and flame curvature does
not lead to flame extinction.
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